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Bilingualism and Thought 

ABSTRACT This chapter discusses the implications of recent theoretical and empirical 
investigations in linguistic relativity for the study of bilingualism. It starts with a dis
cussion of new developments in the study of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis and then offers 
a framework for the study of bilingualism and thought from a neo-Whorfian per
spective. Subsequently, it outlines nine areas in which current empirical inquiry either 
illuminates thought processes of adult bi- and multilingual individuals or offers pro
ductive directions for future studies of bilingualism and thought. The chapter ends with 
a discussion of ways in which research with bilingual individuals can offer unique 
contributions to the study of linguistic relativity and to the understanding of the in
teraction between language and thought. 

Traditionally, research on bilingualism and cog
nition has focused on the implications of bilin

gualism for individual cognitive processes (d. Bia
lystok, chapter 20, this volume). The goal of this 
type of inquiry is to show the impact of bilingualism 
per se rather than to examine how particular lan
guages-and combinations of .languages-may in
fluence the thought processes of their speakers. 
Studies of the bilingual mental lexicon have com
monly focused on lexical processing, rarely touching 
on linguistic and cultural specificity of conceptual 
representation. As a result, research in bilingualism 
has accumulated an impressive amount of knowledge 
on lexical and cognitive processing in bilingual indi
viduals but tells us little about the impact of cross
linguistic and cross-cultural differences on thought 
processes (Pavlenko, 1999). In turn, cross-linguistic 
studies of conceptual representation have established 
numerous differences in conceptualization of space, 
time, or motion across speakers of different lan
guages but do not clarify how divergent concepts 
may be represented in bi- or multilingual speakers. 

The goal of the present chapter is twofold. On 
the one hand, it aims to illuminate thought pro
cesses of bilingual individuals whose languages 
encode particular concepts in different ways. On 
the other, it aims to write bilingualism into the 

inquiry on linguistic relativity and to argue that an 
in-depth understanding of the relationship between 
language and thought is impossible without close 
attention to ways in which multiple languages and 
forms of thought interact in the minds of bi- and 
multilingual. individuals. 

I start with a brief discussion of new approaches 
to the study ofJinguistic relativity, paying particular 
attention to recent reformulations of the terms lan
guage and thought. Then, I critically survey existing 
proposals on the implications of the Sapir-Whorf 
hypothesis for users of more than one language and 
offer a framework for future studies of bilingualism 
and thought. Subsequently, I outline nine areas in 
which current empirical investigations either illu
minate thought processes of adult bi- and multi
linguals or offer productive directions for future 
inquiry. I end by pointing to ways in which research 
with bilingual individuals can offer unique contri
butions to the study of linguistic relativity and, more 
generall y, to the understanding of the interaction 
between language and thought. Throughout the 
discussion, I use the terms bilingualism and multi
lingualism interchangeably to refer to the use of two 
or more languages by individual speakers and 
groups of speakers, as is common in the literature in 
the field. 
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Contemporary Approaches 
to Linguistic Relativity 

Since 1992, there has been a new surge of interest 
in the theory of linguistic relativity, otherwise 
known as the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. For Whorf 
(1956), 

The "linguistic relativity principle" ... means, in 
informal terms, that users of markedly different 
grammars are pointed by their grammars to
ward different types of observations and dif
ferent evaluations of externally similar acts of 
observation, and hence are not equivalent as ob
servers but must arrive at somewhat different 
views of the world. (p. 221) 

The debates on linguistic relativity and on the 
writings of Benjamin Lee Whorf (1956) and his 
teacher and mentor Edward Sapir (1921, 1929) 
ha ve waxed and waned throughout the 20th 
century. The 1960s and the 1970s, dominated 
by Chomskian generative linguistics, witnessed 
a profound disillusionment with the theory. Only a 
few staunch supporters, most notably Dell Hymes, 
weathered the storm; "most 'responsible' scholars 
have steered clear of relativism. It has become a 
bete noire, identified with scholarly irresponsibility, 
fuzzy thinking, lack of rigor, and even immorality" 
(Lakoff, 1987, p. 304). The current impetus for 
investigations in linguistic relativity came from the 
groundbreaking work of George Lakoff (1987), 
John Lucy (l992a, 1992b, 1997a), Dan Slobin 
(1996, 2000, 2001), and Stephen Levinson and 
associates (Bowerman & Levinson, 2001; Gumperz 
& Levinson, 1996; Levinson, 1996, 1997, 2003). 
Although I refer to these scholars as neo-Whor
fians, this label does not imply that these scholars 
share a common view of linguistic relativity or the 
relationship between language and thought. Ra
ther, they share a common interest in the ramifi
cations of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis and a desire 
to abandon the traditional debate about the merits 
of linguistic determinism versus linguistic relativity, 
a dichotomy that oversimplifies and misinterprets 
Sapir and Whorf's original arguments. Instead, 
neo-Whorfians forge new, complex, and nuanced 
approaches to the study of ways in which different 
aspects of language may influence distinct modes of 
thought. They also acknowledge that some cogni
tive processes and modes of thought may not be 
affected by language at all. As a result of these 
changes, recent years saw both new, sophisticated 
theoretical proposals and empirical advances in the 

study of the relationship between language and 
thought (Bowerman & Levinson, 2001; Gentner & 
Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Gumperz & Levinson, 
1996; Lakoff, 1987; Levinson, 2003; Lucy, 1992a, 
1992b, 1997a; Niemeier & Dirven, 2000; Nuyts & 
Pederson, 1997; Piitz & Verspoor, 2000). 

How are language and thought conceptualized 
in this inquiry? Although traditional approaches to 
the study of linguistic relativity focus on structural 
differences between languages, some contemporary 
scholars argue that language cannot be neatly re
duced to structure, and that structure should be 
considered as an intrinsic and constitutive, but not 
necessarily privileged, part of socially significant 
communicative practices (Duranti, 1994, 1997; 
Edwards, 1997; Hill & Mannheim, 1992; Rumsey, 
1990; Sherzer, 1987). Consequently, rather than 
limiting themselves to the study of ways in which 
grammars of different languages may influence the 
thought of their speakers, these scholars transcend 
the boundaries of the traditional understanding 
of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis and envision multi
ple ways in which language can influence thought 
on a variety of levels. 

Lucy (1996) identifies three levels of interaction 
between language and thought: (a) the semiotic 
level, on which we can see the general impact of the 
use of any natural language; (b) the structural level, 
on which we can see the influence of lexical and 
morphosyntactic categories (this is the level tradi
tionally connected to the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis); 
and (c) the functional level, which entails the in
fluence of particular ways of speaking. To reflect 
current interest in discourses, Lucy (1996, 2000) 
proposes to refer to the functional level as discur
sive relativity, with discourses as social practices, 
rather than language structures alone, playing the 
key part in constituting speakers' worlds. 

The present discussion pays attention to both 
structural and functional, or discursive, levels of 
interaction between language and thought. The 
term discourse refers to a way of organizing knowl
edge through linguistic resources and practices or, 
in other words, to a concatenation of terms and 
metaphors drawn on systematically to characterize 
and evaluate actions and events from a particular 
perspective (Potter & Wetherell, 1987, p. 138). 
Unlike the traditional view of linguistic relativity, 
the functional approach is sensitive to alternative 
discursive constructions of reality that may be found 
within speech communities, influenced by age, gen
der, ethnicity, or socioeducational background of 
the speakers. In this view, two different languages 
are no longer alternative ways of describing the 



"same reality": They not only differ from each 
other, but also consist of multiple discourses asso
ciated with various contexts. 

This approach was found to be productive in the 
study of language and space, previously explored 
exclusively through the lenses of structural rela
tivity. Pederson (1995) found that rural and urban 
speakers of Tamil in South India differed system
atically in their verbal and nonverbal performance 
on three problem-solving spatial tasks (a memory 
task, a route completion task, and inferencing) 
because of differences in habitual linguistic encod
ing of spatial information: Absolute references 
were more typical of Tamils from rural settings, 
and relative references were more typical for those 
from urban settings. His study suggests that even 
in areas such as spatial terminology, usually seen as 
uniform within a particular language, differences 
in discursive practices may result in differences in 
verbal and nonverbal performance. 

Undoubtedly, different neo-Whorfian scholars 
espouse distinct views of language and of the re
lationship between language and thought. What is 
important for the present chapter is the shared 
acknowledgment that speakers ' construction of 
the world may be influenced by the structural 
patterns of their languages, as well as by their 
discourses, and that it may be changed through 
participation in alternative discourses, such as 
schooling, or through additional language learning. 
This perspective builds on Whorf's (1956) original 
assumption that second language (L2) learning
just like socialization into new discourses-may 
result in assimilation of new perspectives and 
conceptual restructuring. 

The goal of neo-Whorfian inquiry is to examine 
the influence of language , conceived of either as 
structures or as discourses, on thought. Thought is 
typically defined in two ways: Some scholars focus 
on the contents of thought, that is, speakers' con
ceptualizations of the world; others examine the 
processes of thinking, such as attending, remem
bering, or reasoning (Lucy, 1992b). More often 
than not, the two foci are combined, and the 
scholarly inquiry examines ways in which differ
ences in linguistic encodings correspond to differ
ent conceptualizations and lead to differences in 
cognitive processes. Consequently, in what follows 
I see concepts as mental representations that af
fect individuals' immediate perception, attention, 
and recall and allow members of specific language 
and culture groups to conduct identification, com
prehension, inferencing, and categorization along 
similar lines (Pavlenko, 1999) . 
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This approach to conceptual representation 
recognizes that concepts are based on linguistic 
and perceptual bases and distinguishes between 
language-based (or language-related) concepts and 
concepts not immediately linked to language, for 
which language users may have a mental repre
sentation but no specific linguistic means of en
coding. The latter possibility was also recognized 
by Whorf (1956), who emphasized his interest in 
"linguistic thinking" or "thought insofar as it is 
linguistic" (pp. 67-68). 

Language-based concepts in turn are subdivided 
into lexicalized and grammaticized concepts. Lex
icalized concepts entail lexical encodings of natural 
objects, artifacts, substances, events, or actions, 
and grammaticized concepts entail morphosyn
tactically encoded notions, such as number, gender, 
tense, or aspect (Slobin, 2001) . Bruner (1996), 
Chafe (2000), Hill and Mannheim (l992), and 
Lucy (1992a, 1992b, 1996, 1997a) also argue for 
an expansion of the scope of the study of mental 
representations from lexicalized and grarnmati
cized concepts to narrative structures, discourses, 
and discursive indexing of identities. 

In addition to defining what one understands as 
language and thought, it is crucial to define what 
is considered as evidence of influence of language 
on thought. In the present chapter, I adopt Lucy 's 
(1992a, 1996, 1997a, 2000) view that, to avoid 
showing the influence of "language on language," 
one needs to consider (whenever possible) evidence 
from both verbal and nonverbal behaviors. Non
verbal behaviors refer to those elicited through 
classification, categorization, sorting, matching, 
memory, androle-playing tasks; verbal behaviors 
include elicitation, inferencing, and picture de
scription, as well as interviews, storytelling, and 
other conversational activities (of particular im
portance here is the speakers' selection of aspects of 
reality for subsequent description and memoriza
tion). In this view, the influence of language on 
thought will be seen as the case where "the partic
ular language interpretation guides or supports 
cognitive activity and hence the beliefs and be
haviors dependent on it" (Lucy, 1997b, p. 295). 
Some scholars also argue that early psychological 
studies of linguistic relativity oversimplified the 
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis "to make it fit experi
mental paradigms" (Lee, 1997, p. 454) and, as a 
result, "effectively side-stepped looking at what 
people mean by what they say, and what they do, 
interactionally, with words" (Edwards, 1997, 
p. 22). Consequently, underscoring Whorf's origi
nal interest in "habitual thought," neo-Whorfians 
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aim to combine experimental research with the 
study of thought in context, that is, in daily activ
ities and practices, at the intersection of linguistics, 
psychology, and anthropology (Edwards, 1997; 
Hunt & Agnoli, 1991; Lucy, 1992b, 1996, 1997a). 

In sum, neo-Whorfians acknowledge that dif
ferent language levels may affect distinct cognitive 
processes and activities to varying degrees or not at 
all. Contemporary investigations of linguistic rela
tivity, conducted both in experimental and natu
ralistic contexts, aim at uncovering ways in which 
cross-linguistic differences in lexical and morpho
syntactic categories, as well as in discourses, cor
respond to different conceptual representations of 
objects, actions, events, time, or space and lead to 
differences in thought processes. 

Bilingualism and Linguistic 
Relativity 

Over the years, bilingualism rarely entered into 
debates about language and thought: Current col
lections of work on linguistic relativity are devoted 
exclusively to explorations in monolingual contexts 
(for an exception, see a chapter by Gomez-Imbert 
in Gumperz & Levinson, 1996). This monolingual 
bias does not, however, come from Whorf (1956),

to 

one of the first to champion the importance of 
"multilingual awareness" and to argue that "to 
restrict thinking to the patterns merely of English, 
and especially to those patterns which represent the 
acme of plainness in English, is to lose a power of 
thought which, once lost, can never be regained" 
(p.244). 

Whorf's writings clearly show his belief that 
additional language learning has the power of 
transforming or enhancing the speaker's world
view. It is, therefore, ironic, that later on his work 
was misinterpreted as an argument for linguistic 
determinism, a view according to which the lan
guage one speaks determines one's view of the 
world once and forever. Clearly, Whorf, an avid 
language learner committed to comparative lin
guistics, did not and could not entertain such a 
possibility; rather, he argued for the benefits of 
linguistic pluralism (Fishman, 1980). His early 
supporters expressed a similar interest in implica
tions of linguistic relativity for L2 learning and use 
(J. Carroll, 1963) as well as an awareness that bi
lingualism of their research participants may have 
an impact on their findings (J. Carroll, 1963; ]. 
Carroll & Casagrande, 1958). At times, they even 
expressed a belief that "whoever learns a new 

language becomes a new person" (Rossi-Landi, 
1973, p. 33). 

Eventually, however, the phenomena of bilin
gualism and translation were co-opted to refute 
linguistic relativity in a way succinctly summarized 
by Stubbs (1997): "But languages are not incom
patible. We can translate between them. And bi
linguals speak different languages, but they do not 
perceive the world differently when they switch 
from one language to another" (p. 359). In the field 
of bilingualism, this thesis ·was espoused by Mac
namara (1970, 1991), who repeatedly argued that 
if the Whorfian hypothesis were true, bilinguals 
would be doomed, having to conform to one of the 
three patterns: (a) "think" in Language A when 
speaking either A or B, that is, employ the semantic 
framework appropriate to Language A; as a result, 
the speakers' attempts to understand Language B 
or to make themselves understood "would be quite 
futile" (Macnamara, 1991, p. 48); (b) "think" in a 
"hybrid" manner, appropriate to neither language, 
that is, employ a hybrid semantic system and risk 
"understanding no one and being understood by 
no one" (Macnamara, 1991, p. 48); (c) have two se
mantic systems, appropriate to their two languages. 
The third possibility, according to Macnamara 
(1970), means that bilinguals will think differently 
depending on which language is used and conse
quently will have difficulties (a) "communicating" 
with themselves and (b) translating into one lan
guage what was said in another. In a later paper, 
Macnamara (1991) took a less radical view and 
suggested that in the third case bilinguals would be 
able to translate and to communicate with speakers 
of either language. Yet, he claimed that these im
plications ran afoul of the guiding principles of 
natural language semantics-whatever can be ex
pressed in one language, can be translated into 
another-and quipped that if linguistic relativity 
on the scale proposed by Whorf were true, then 
Whorf's own learning of Hopi and Navaho would 
be "extremely mysterious" (Macnamara, 1991, 
p. 49), if not impossible. 

Not surprisingly, other scholars in bilingualism, 
many of them bi- and multilingual themselves, tried 
to counter Macnamara's (1970, 1991) and other 
similar arguments. Paradis (1979), in his reply to 
Macnamara (1970), argued that the first two op
tions and difficulties with translation are indeed the 
case, and that none of the three cases described 
could be used to refute the Whorfian hypothesis ad 
absurdo. In fact, Macnamara's first option closely 
describes the phenomenon of first language (L1) 
transfer, well established in the field of second 



language acquisition (SLA) and indeed known to 
impede intercultural communication. His second 
option is reminiscent of a language contact situa
tion in which speakers of a contact variety may 
develop new linguistic repertoires and new con
ceptualizations distinct from those employed by 
members of their Ll and L2 communities. And the 
third option well describes bicultural bilinguals 
who adjust their linguistic and conceptual reper
toires depending on the interlocutor. 

Interestingly, some bicultural bilinguals do in
deed experience difficulties in translating from one 
language to another (d. Todorov, 1994). These 
difficulties are often commented on by bilingual 
writers who view translation as an approximation 
at best (for an in-depth discussion of the work of 
bilingual writers, see Beaujour, 1989; Kellman, 
2000; Pavlenko, 1998). Some of these individuals, 
particularly those who had learned a second lan
guage later in life, see themselves as living in two 
different and often incompatible worlds; others 
view L2 socialization as a means of an intense per
sonal transformation (Beaujour, 1989; E. Hoffman, 
1989; Kellman, 2000; Pavlenko, 1998; Wierzbicka, 
1985). What emerges from these testimonies is a 
far more nuanced picture of linguistic effects than 
could ever be imagined within a monolingual per
spective. This picture deserves further examination, 
if only because it directly contradicts facile state
ments about bilinguals not seeing the world dif
ferently through the lenses of their two languages. 
Consider, for instance, a statement by the well
known linguist Anna Wierzbicka (1985): 

It is not impossible (though very difficult) to 
leave the experiential world of one's native 
language for that of another language, or 
stretching the metaphor to the limit, to inhabit 
two different worlds at once. But when one 
switches from one language to another it is not 
just the form that changes but also the content. 
(p. 187) 

In fact, it is quite possible that bilinguals are the 
only ones to experience directly the effects of lin
guistic relativity, and to fully understand these ef
fects, we need to pay more attention to linguistic 
transitions. Yet, many researchers continue to see 
bilingualism as a challenge for the Sapir-Whorf 
hypothesis and bilinguals as undesirable and 
"messy" subjects who should be excluded from 
experimental research to eliminate intervening vari
ables. Clearly, initial empirical studies, such as Lu
cy's (1992a), had to be carried out with monolingual 
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speakers to establish baseline cross-linguistic dif
ferences. What is unfortunate is that once such 
differences have been established for particular 
languages or concepts, further research was rarely 
if ever conducted with bilingual speakers. 

Several reasons explain this lack of attention to 
bilingualism. To begin, many linguists and psy
chologists, particularly in North America, are still 
reluctant to acknowledge that more than half 
of the world's population is bi- and multilingual 
(Romaine, 1995); thus, if we are to grapple with 
the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis or any other cognitive 
theory, we have to understand how it plays out 
with multilingual speakers. The research with bi
lingual subjects is further compromised by the lack 
of understanding of bilingualism in mainstream 
psychology. Some researchers treat bilingualism 
as a monolithic phenomenon and thus do not pay 
much attention to linguistic trajectories of their 
study participants; others consider it possible to use 
bilingual subjects as if they were monolingual, 
either completely discounting their bilingualism 
(Berlin & Kay, 1969, p. 12) or assuming that be
cause the subjects had learned the L2 postpuberty, 
it would not affect their Ll (d. Munnich, Landau, 
& Dosher, 2001). 

These researchers are clearly unaware of two 
facts. First, the critical period is no longer a given in 
the field of SLA (Birdsong, 1999; Ioup, Boustagui, 
EI Tigi, & Mosel, 1994), and even if it were, it had 
been posited (and explored) regarding phonologi
cal and syntactic but not conceptual competence. 
Furthermore, research has demonstrated that re
gardless of the age of acquisition, L2 learners' L1 
competence in a variety of domains, including con
ceptual representation, is subject to L2 influence 
(Cook, 2003; Pavlenko, 2000). 

Several scholars have pointed to the pervasive 
monolingual bias of explorations in cognitive psy
chology and linguistics. Hunt and Agnoli (1991) 
expressed concern over ways in which the scholarly 
community had ignored experiences of bilingual 
individuals, who may perceive their two worlds 
as untranslatable and incommensurable. Green 
(1998) cautioned against approaching all bilinguals 
in the same way because they may have different 
levels of expertise and different competences in 
their two languages. Ochs (1993) and Lee (1997) 
advocated a view of L2 socialization as encultura
tion into new ways of thinking and speaking. 

Building on these proposals, I suggest that re
search on linguistic relativity can and should in
corporate' bilingualism as a test case rather than as 
an argument against the Whorfian hypothesis. The
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context-sensitive view advocated here sees bilin
guals as members of multiple discursive commu
nities with linguistic repertoires that are not 
necessarily identical to those of monolingual speak
ers. Consequently, individual bilingualism is seen 
(a) as a conglomerate of linguistic and social tra
jectories, whereby differences in age and history of 
language acquisition, as well as in language profi
ciency, may lead to distinct effects of language on 
thought; (b) as a dynamic process whereby L2 so
cialization is viewed as a productive site of possible 
cognitive transformations and enrichment, in accor
dance with Whorf's (1956) original arguments. This 
perspective allows me to offer a framework (see 
also Pavlenko, 1999, 2000, 2002a) that incorpo
rates seven possible relationships between language 
and thought in individual bi- and multilinguals: 

1.	 Coexistence of Ll and L2 conceptual do
mains is directly implied by the Sapir-Whorf 
hypothesis and suggests that"bicultural bi
linguals using different languages may draw 
on distinct conceptual representations and 
index distinct discursive identities. 

2. Ll-based conceptual transfer	 refers to the 
Ll-based conceptual system guiding L2 lan
guage learning and use, at least in the be
ginning and intermediate stages of L2•
acquisition. 

3. Internalization	 of new concepts entails adop
tion of L2 words-and underlying concepts
into the L1 of immigrant bilinguals and 
learners in language contact situations who 
perceive the need to emphasize distinctions 
nonexistent in the L1 or to refer to new objects 
and notions specific to the U community. 

4. Shift from	 Ll to L2 conceptual domain re
fers to a shift of category prototypes or 
boundaries in the process of U socialization. 

5. Convergence	 of L1 and L2 conceptual do 
mains entails creation of a unitary concept, 
domain, or system distinct from both the L1 
and L2 based, which may occur in simulta
neous bilingualism or arise as a result of 
language contact. 

6. Restructuring of a conceptual domain refers 
to a case where a shift is not complete but 
certain elements ma y be deleted from or in
corporated in a concept or a concept~al do
main. 

7. Attrition	 of previously learned concepts in
volves a loss of previously learned concepts, 
classification schemas, categorical distinc
tions , or narrative conventions, evidenced 

In deviation from LI -based categorization 
patterns. 

I will now review the evidence for these and 
other possible effects from the studies of linguistic 
relativity. Despite the fact that neo-Whorfian the
orizing made requirements for convincing evidence 
more rigorous and the terms of debate more com
plex, several studies forged exciting new directions 
in the study of language and thought. I discuss this 
research in terms of cross-linguistic differences in 
nine basic concepts, which allow us to talk about 
our surroundings and experiences: color, objects 
and substances, number, space, motion, time , 
emotions, and personhood. I also discuss the find
ings in the inquiry on discursive relativity and 
autobiographical memory, paying particular atten
tion to work that either illuminates bilinguals' 
thought processes or offers new directions for re
search in bilingualism. 

Color 

The domain of color reference has been at the 
center of debates on linguistic relativity for more 
than 50 years: This interest sterns from the fact that 
different languages treat the notion of "color" 
differently by encoding varying numbers of colors 
in different ways (e.g., nominally, verbally, adjec
tivally) and making different semantic distinctions 
between hues. For instance, classic Greek did not 
distinguish between the colors English speakers call 
blue and black; contemporary Russian and Italian 
offer, respectively, two and four terms corre
sponding to the English blue (Hunt & Agnoli, 
1991). Some languages, such as Fon (Benin) or 
Ngbaka-rna'bo (Central Africa), do not even con
ceptualize color as a dimension independent of 
other parameters of colored objects (Dubois, 1997; 
Lucy, 1997b). 

Initial color studies offered some evidence that 
color codabiliry (i.e., availability of a verbal label) 
makes colors more distinct and therefore more 
memorable (d. Brown & Lenneberg, 1954; ]. 
Carroll & Casagrande, 1958). In contrast, later 
studies argued that color perception is subject to 
universal, physiologically based constraints, and 
that it is perceptual salience, not language, that 
may cause differences in memory (Berlin & Kay, 
1969; Heider, 1972). The split between proponents 
and opponents of universal constraints on color 
cognition is still characteristic of the field (d. Hardin 
& Maffi, 1997). At the same time, the field has come 



closer to acknowledging both biological and cul
rural/linguistic influences on color cognition. 

The proponents of relativity acknowledge the 
physiological basis of color vision but argue that 
earlier studies were compromised because of the 
lack of attention to linguistic status of color terms 
and because of their reliance on focal colors, on the 
basic color terms of American English, on the 
Western concept of color, on bilingual informants 
(in Berlin & Kay, 1969), and on methodologies at 
odds with the researchers' own objectives (Dubois, 
1997; Hardin & Banaji, 1993; Hunt & Agnoli, 
1991; Lucy, 1992b, 1997b; Saunders & van 
Brakel, 1997a, 1997b). In turn, the supporters of 
universal constraints on color cognition agree that 
such influences may be moderated by language (d. 
Davies & Corbett, 1997; Davies, Sowden, Jerrett, 
Jerrett, & Corbett, 1998). Studies show that, in 
some contexts, perception of and memory for col
ors may be influenced by their codability in the 
speaker's language, as seen on sorting, categori
zation, and memory tasks (Davidoff, Davies, & 
Roberson, 1999; Davies & Corbett, 1997; Davies 
et al., 1998; Kay & Kempton, 1984; Lucy, 1997b). 
For instance, speakers of Setswana (a Bantu lan
guage spoken in Botswana), a language that has a 
single term botala for blue and green, were more 
likely than speakers of English and Russian to 
group the two colors together (Davies & Corbett, 
1997). 

To date, only a few studies have addressed bi
linguals' color concepts. Ervin-Tripp (1961/1973) 
demonstrated that Navaho-English bilinguals' col
or categories differ from those of monolingual 
speakers of English and Navaho and form one 
underlying system. In turn, bilingual speakers of 
Kwakwa'la (spoken on Vancouver Island) and 
English differentiate between yellow and green 
when speaking English but in Kwakwa'la stick 
to the composite term lhenxa (yellow-with-green) 
(Saunders & van Brakel, 1997a). Saunders and van 
Brakel (1997b) note that several informants in Kay 
and Berlin's subsequent research (Kay, Berlin, 
Maffi, & Merrifield, 19~7; Kay, Berlin, & Merri
field, 1991) appeal to L2 loans from English and 
Spanish when discussing colors. 

The L2 influence was also found in a study by 
Caskey-Sirmons and Hickerson (1977) that exam
ined color boundaries of native speakers of Korean, 
Japanese, Hindi, Cantonese, and Mandarin who 
had learned English as adults. The researchers 
found that the boundaries for nonoverlapping 
color terms had shifted in the process of L2 so
cialization and were no longer comparable to the 
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areas mapped by monolingual speakers of these 
languages. For instance, in Hindi there is no word 
for gray. Not surprisingly, in the achromatic series 
monolingual Hindi speakers did not map the gray 
area. In contrast, three of five Hindi-English bilin
guals did map such an area, showing sensitivity to 
the new distinction acquired in English. 

In sum, it appears that, in the case of divergent 
color systems, bilinguals' conceptual representa
tions and consequently patterns of verbal and 
nonverbal categorization may differ from those of 
monolingual speakers. These representations may 
be unified or language dependent and may incor
porate new concepts and distinctions internalized 
in the process of L2 socialization. 

Objects and Substances 

The second prominent area of research involves 
linguistic and conceptual differences in represen
tation of objects and substances. This line of in
quiry derives from cross-linguistic differences in 
number marking. The majority of European lan
guages are known as noun class languages and 
mark most nouns for number. These languages 
encode a count/mass distinction morphosyntacti
cally; that is, they include the notion of "unit" or 
"form" as a part of a basic meaning of a noun, 
directing attention to number. Other languages, 
such as Yucatec, Japanese, or Mandarin, are known 
as classifier languages and lack a morphosyntactic 
count/mass distinction. In these languages, nouns 
commonly refer to substances, rather than objects, 
and must be a~companied by a numeral classifier 
that provides information about material properties 
of the referent (Foley, 1997; Lucy, 1992a). Because 
classifier languages provide no syntactic support for 
the object/substance distinction, they offer a natural 
arena in which to investigate cognitive behaviors of 
both children and adults. 

Studies have established that children learning 
English show preference for shape-based classifi
cation of various objects as early as 2 years of age; 
similar preferences are shown by English-speaking 
adults. In contrast, Yucatec- and Japanese-speaking 
children and adults show preference for material
based classification on verbal and nonverbal tasks, 
with Yucatec adults exhibiting it also in their 
everyday activities (Gentner & Boroditsky, 2001; 
Imai, 2000; Imai & Gentner, 1997; Lucy, 1992a; 
Lucy & Gaskins, 2001). Zhang and Schmitt (1998) 
also investigated effects that particular types of clas
sifiers have on conceptualization and categorization 
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of objects. Speakers of Mandarin in their studies 
perceived objects that share a classifier as more 
similar to each other than did speakers of English; 
in recall tasks, they were more likely than speakers 
of English to recall classifier-sharing objects in 
clusters. 

To date, I know of no studies that address 
shape- versus material-based object categorization 
preferences of bilingual subjects to see whether, for 
instance, the learning of English modifies catego
rization preferences of japanese speakers or vice 
versa. Other interesting questions in this area arise 
regarding childhood bilinguals: When does lan
guage start influencing categorization preferences 
in different domains? How do children reconcile 
incompatible patterns? Lucy and Gaskins (2001) 
suggest that in the area of object categorization 
such influence occurs in later childhood; work on 
motion patterns and spatial cognition shows that 
in these areas the influence starts early on (Bower
man & Choi, 2001; Gentner & Boroditsky, 2001; 
Gopnik, 2001). 

In addition to number marking, languages may 
differ in ways they encode even such everyday ob
jects as shoes and boots or cups and glasses. For 
instance, both English and Russian have translation 
equivalents of cups/chashki and glasses/stakany, 
but objects that English-speakers consider to be 
paper cups are seen as stakanchiki (small glasses) in 
Russian, a language in which "glassness" is defined 
through shape and the absence of handles rather 
than through material. As a result, speakers of 
languages that encode objects differently perform 
differently on sorting and categorization tasks 
(Kronenfeld, 1996; Malt, Sloman, & Gennari, 2003; 
Malt, Sloman, Gennari, Shi, & Wang, 1999). 

A few studies also throw light on the bilinguals' 
performance. Graham and Belnap (1986) showed 
that intermediate and advanced Spanish learners 
of English who had resided in the United States 
less than a year exhibited L1-based categorization 
patterns in cases where boundary differences in 
English did not correspond to those in Spanish 
(e.g., in the case of chair, stool, and bench vs, silla 
and banco). Malt and Sloman (2003) asked three 
groups of L2 users of English to name common 
household objects in English. The stimuli consisted 
of 60 pictures of storage containers (bottles, jars, 
erc.) and 60 pictures of housewares (dishes, plates, 
bowls, etc.). The researchers reported that even the 
most advanced speakers in their study, ones who 
had been in the United States for 8 or more years 
and had 10 or more years of formal English in
struction, exhibited some discrepancies from mono

lingual naming patterns, especially when it came to 
the housewares. 

Together, these findings point to a pervasive 
influence of Ll-based categorization patterns and 
to difficulties in acquiring full conceptual repre
sentations in the L2. Future studies of object cate
gorization will need to pay closer attention to 

similarities and differences in Ll and L2 categori 
zation patterns and consider the possibility of L2 
influence on L1, as well as the interaction between 
three or more languages with distinct patterns. 

Number and Numeric Systems 

The third line of inquiry also draws on differences 
in number marking, as well as on those in number 
encoding. As discussed, languages differ signifi
cantly in grammatical number marking: Classifier 
languages, such as Indonesian or japanese, lack the 
category alrogerher; noun class languages, such as 
English, allow their speakers to differentiate one 
basket from two or more baskets; and some lan
guages, like Yimas, differentiate among one im
pram (basket), two impraml (baskets), and more 
than two impramat (baskets) (Foley, 1997). Lucy's 
(1992a) work showed that, because objects are 
marked for number in English but not in Yucarec, 
speakers of the two languages differ systematically 
in memory for objects. 

Languages also differ in number encoding, using 
a variety of systems. Most languages have a base 
number and number names that are often a con
traction of smaller units. English, for instance, is a 
base 10 language in which 21 could be expressed as 
"two tens and one." Although base 10 system has 
now taken over most languages, numerical encod
ing remains highly variable, with base 2 used in 
some aboriginal languages in Australia and base 20 
in Eskimo and Yoruba (Dehaene, 1997). The most 
transparent reflection of the decimal structure is 
found in the grammar of Asian languages with 
roots in ancient Chinese (Chinese, japanese, and 
Korean among them), in which number names are 
fully congruent with the base 10 numeration sys
tem. When speakers of these languages learn nu
meracy, all they have to learn are the digits from 0 
to 9 and the notion of place value; then they can 
generate numbers without any further memoriza
tion (e.g., 17 is represented as seventeen in English 
but as ten-seven in Korean or japanese). In con
trast, children learning English or French have to 
learn by rote not only the numerals from 0 to 10, 
but also those from 11 to 19, and the tens numbers 
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from 20 to 90. What are the cogrunve conse
quences of these linguistic differences? 

In a series of studies, Miura and associates 
(Miura, 1987; Miura, Kim, Chang, & Okamoto, 
1988; Miura & Okamoto, 1989) compared cog
nitive representation of number of American, Chi
nese, Japanese, and Korean first graders by asking 
the children to construct various numbers with 
two types of rods, short ones that represented 
1 unit, and longer ones that represented 10 units. 
They found that Chinese, Japanese, and Korean 
children preferred to use a combination of 10-unit 
and L-unir rods, while American children were 
more likely to represent numbers through a col
lection of I-unit rods. The researchers explained 
the difference through the fact that the notion of 
place value is an inherent component of linguis
tic encoding of number in Asian languages, but 
needs to be understood and internalized by English
speaking children. They also found that more 
Asian children than American children were able 
to construct each number in two ways, which 
suggests greater flexibility of mental number ma
nipulation. 

In turn, Miller and Stigler (1987) showed that 
Chinese children between 4 and 6 years of age 
outperformed English-speaking American children 
of the same age on abstract counting and on count
ing sets of objects varying in size and arrangement; 
Chinese children could also count higher than their 
American peers. The " teens" created a particular 
stumbling block for American children; they were 
also more likely to skip numbers and were the only 
ones to produce nonstandard numbers such as 
"forty-twelve." 

Together, these studies suggest that number en
coding in Asian languages facilitates understanding 
of basic mathematical concepts such as place value, 
numerical relations such as part-whole, and the 
mental manipulation of number quantities required 
for numerical reasoning. At the same time, it is also 
possible that dramatic differences between popula
tions are enhanced by social and cultural factors 

I (d. Towse & Saxton, 1997). Furthermore, the

I early differences in understanding of the place value 
!	 concept, mental flexibility, or counting skill may 

be strictly developmental; it remains to be deter
mined what role, if any, they play in later mathe
matical performance. 

Little is known at this point about implications 
of grammatical number marking differences for 
bilinguals' verbal and nonverbal performance, even 
though numerous studies have addressed mathe
matical performance of bilingual children and 
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adults (for a discussion, see Bialystok, chapter 20 , 
this volume). These studies have established that 
some areas of numerical cognition are language
independent (Spelke & Tsivkin, 2001), that there 
is an advantage in calculation speed for the pre
ferred language (Noel & Fias, 1998), that the 
preferred language is not necessarily the first one but 
may be the language of schooling (Vaid & Menon, 
2000 ) or training (Spelke & Tsivkin, 2001), and 
that L1 dominance for mental computation may 
decrease with the length of residence in the L2 
context (Tamamaki, 1993). These studies, however, 
focused on bilingualism per se, rather than on the 
effects of having two diverging numeric systems. 
Future studies could examine numeracy develop
ment in bilingual children who are learning two 
distinct numerical systems and see, for instance, 
whether there is transfer of skills and concepts, such 
as place value, from one language into another. 

Space 

The fourth area in which both lexicosemantic and 
morphosyntactic differences may be important in
volves conceptualization of space and memory for 
spatial arrangements. Cross-linguistic differences 
in conceptualization of space are commonly dis
cussed in terms of three frames of reference. An 
absolute frame uses information external to both 
the speech participants and the figure-ground 
scene, such as north, south, east, or west; this 
frame is commonly used by the speakers of Tzeltal, 
a Mayan language, spoken in Mexico. An intrinsic 
frame uses the 1eatures of the object in question as 
the point of departure, and the relative or deictic 
frame is based on projections from the human 
body, such as "in front (of me)" or "to the left." 
The latter frames are commonly used by speakers 
of English or Dutch to describe small layouts for 
which absolute systems are not appropriate. Stud
ies have shown that different speech communities 
may favor different reference frames. As a result, 
members of these speech communities differ sys
tematically in their performance on verbal and 
nonverbal problem-solving, memory, role-playing, 
and description elicitation tasks, with Tzeltal 
speakers, for instance, favoring an absolute frame 
of reference for tabletop arrangements, and Dutch 
speakers opting for the relative one (Bowerman, 
1996a , 1996b; M. Carroll, 1993, 199 7; Choi & 
Bowerman , 1991; Levinson, 1996, 1997, 2003; 
Pederson, Danziger, Wilkins, Levinson, Kira, & 
Senft, 1998). 
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Munnich, Landau, and Dosher (2001) hypoth
esized that, because the distinction between im
mediate support (typically expressed with the 
preposition on) and nonsupport (typically ex
pressed with the prepositions above or over) is 
obligatory in English but not in Japanese or Ko
rean, speakers of these languages may differ in 
remembering contact information regarding spe
cific spatial arrangements. Although speakers of 
Japanese and Korean did indeed differ from 
speakers of English on a linguistic task, there were 
no significant differences among the groups on a 
spatial memory task. These results may indicate 
that language does not influence this area of spatial 
cognition (as argued by the authors) or, alterna
tively, they may stem from the logic of the exper
iment or the nature of the stimuli. It is also 
possible that they are caused by the subject selec
tion criteria. All of the Japanese and Korean par
ticipants in the study were undergraduate and 
graduate students in U.S. universities. The authors 
argued that, because the participants had learned 
their English after the age of 12, they would not be 
expected to have nativelike proficiency in English. 
In fact, their English proficiency is irrelevant (even 
though we can expect it to be relatively high). 
What is crucial here is the possibility that 10 or 
more years of English learning and subsequent 
residence-in an English-speaking environment with 
high linguistic demands may have had an impact 
on the participants' L1 competence (Cook, 2003; 
Pavlenko, 2000). It is thus entirely possible that 
both the Japanese and Korean participants per
formed as bilinguals and not in a manner repre
sentative of monolingual speakers of the two 
languages. 

To date., it is not yet clear how spatial infor
mation is represented in the memory of different 
types of bilinguals. Studies in SLA suggest that, 
at least in the initial and intermediate stages, L1
based spatial categories aid in the process of L2 
learning, at times resulting in L1 transfer (Becker & 
Carroll, 1997; Jarvis & Odlin, 2000). In contrast, 
acculturated Russian L2 users of English were 
shown to transform their conceptualization of 
public space under the influence of the English 
concept of "personal space," which does not exist 
in Russian (Pavlenko, 2003). All of these studies, 
however, relied exclusively on verbal tasks. It is 
therefore critical to see how bilinguals whose lan
guages favor different frames of reference would 
behave on nonverbal tasks of the kind used in the 
study by Pederson et al. (1998). 

Motion 

The fifth area, also influenced by both lexico
semantic and morphosyntactic differences, involves 
conceptualization of motion and thus memory for 
states and actions. Here, following Talmy (1991), 
researchers distinguish between two types of lan
guages. Satellite-framed languages, such as English, 
favor constructions in which main verbs refer to the 
manner of motion and verb satellites indicate its 
path (e.g., come in, run in, dash in). These lan
guages have an elaborate domain of manner of 
movement, presumably because it is obligatorily 
marked syntactically (Slobin, 2000). Verb-framed 
languages, such as French or Spanish, favor con
structions in which the main verb refers to the path 
of motion and the marking of manner may require 
an additional verb (e.g., entrar corriendo/to enter 
by running). (Clearly, most languages have both 
types of constructions, and this classification refers 
to the preferred construction rather than to the 
only one available.) 

A series of large-scale cross-linguistic empirical 
studies conducted by Slobin and associates (Ber
man & Slobin, 1994; Slobin, 1996, 2000) con
vincingly demonstrated that speakers of satellite
framed languages represent manner and directed 
motion as a single conceptual event, while users of 
verb-framed languages build mental images of 
physical scenes with minimal focus on the manner 
of movement. Speakers of satellite-framed lan
guages also tend to pay more attention to motor 
patterns, rate, and quality of movement than 
speakers of verb-framed languages and experience 
more mental imagery related to manner of move
ment in naturalistic contexts (Slobin, 2000). The 
work of Bowerman and Choi (Bowerman, 1996a, 
1996b; Bowerman & Choi, 2001; Choi & Bower
man, 1991) demonstrated that children learning 
English, a satellite-framed language, and Korean, 
a verb-framed language, exhibit sensitivity to lan
guage-specific categorization principles before their 
second birthday and use these principles for non
linguistic cognitive purposes in categorization tasks 
and in everyday activities. 

Again, little is known to date about ways in 
which motion categories are represented by bilin
gual speakers. Slobin (2000) found that, after 
reading a passage from Isabel Allende's The House 
of Spirits, Spanish-English bilinguals reported dis
tinctly different imagery in the two languages, with 
more manner of motion imagery in English (but 
still much less than reported by monolingual 



speakers of English). A series of empirical studies 
by Jarvis (1994, 2000) demonstrated that begin
ning and intermediate learners of English who de
scribed collisions appealed to Ll transfer in their 
use of motion verbs and produced strikingly dif
ferent descriptions. In future studies, it is important 
to use a combination of verbal and nonverbal tasks 
to examine how motion is represented in bilinguals 
who speak a satellite-framed and a verb-framed 
language. 

Time 

Yet another concept intrinsically linked to 
both space and motion is time. Explorations of 
cross-linguistic differences in encoding and con
ceptualization of time are rooted in Whorf's 
(1956) original arguments about the lack of the 
time concept in Hopi. Several critics, most notably 
Gipper (1976) and Malotki (1983), argued against 
Whorf, pointing out that Hopi has a rich and ex
tended temporal system. At the same time, both 
Gipper (1976) and Malotki (1983) admitted 
that, although their work rejects the notion of 
Hopi as a "timeless" language, it supports the idea 
that the Hopi sense of time and the role time plays 
in their lives and culture do not correspond to 
Western notions. Gipper (1976) described the 
Hopi time experience as cyclic rather than linear, 
and Malotki (1983) emphasized that "for a good 
many Hopi who are living on their ancestral land 
and are clinging to what is left of their ancient 
traditions, time is basically an organic experience 
which unfolds in harmony with the cyclic rhythms 
of their social, agricultural, or religious events" (p. 
633). Lucy (1996) pointed out that Malotki (1983) 
and others, who look for a "concept of time" in 
Hopi, completely miss Whorf's crucial point about 
distinct structuration of the time words in English 
and Hopi grammars. In other words, the issue is 
the difference between conceptualizations of time 
rather than the lack or existence of an abstract 
time concept in Hopi. 

The debate about the concept of time was so 
heated that not until recently did scholars dare to 
approach the issue again from a Whorfian per
spective. To date, Boroditsky's (2001) study is the 
only one explicitly engaged with bilingual subjects. 
The researcher shows that English and Mandarin 
use different spatiotemporal metaphors when talk
ing about time: English favors horizontal meta
phors (e.g., ahead of time, behind schedule, looking 
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forward); Mandarin typically describes time as 
vertical, using spatial morphemes sbang (up) and 
xia (down) (notably, each language has a handful 
of the opposite metaphors as well). In her study, 
Boroditsky (2001) compared performance of native 
speakers of English and Mandarin-English bilin
guals on a series of psycholinguistic tasks, all con
ducted in English. The subjects were first exposed 
to visual stimuli that served as either horizontal or 
vertical spatial primes. Then, they were asked to 
answer a truelfalse question about time, with half 
of the questions using a horizontal metaphor 
(March comes before April) and half using purely 
temporal terms (March comes earlier than April). 
She found that both English-speaking and Man
darin-speaking subjects answered the before/after 
questions faster after horizontal primes than after 
vertical primes. They did differ, however, on the 
purely temporal questions: English speakers an
swered them faster after horizontal primes and bi
linguals after vertical primes. These differences 
were taken to signify differences in the temporal 
thought in the two speech communities, English 
and Mandarin. 

Boroditsky (2001) also examined the effects of 
age of acquisition and length of exposure on reac
tion time. She found that age of acquisition-s-but 
not the overall length of exposure-was a reliable 
predictor of patterns of response: The later in life 
did the participants learn English, the more likely 
they were to show the vertical bias in their re
sponses. It is unfortunate, however, that the re
searcher did not examine the effects of exposure to 
the L2 context, which are likely to differ from the 
effects of overall length of exposure (i.e., partici
pants who had studied English for 10 years, 5 of 
them in the United States, may be much more 
competent and acculturated than those who stud
ied English for 15 years, with only 1 or 2 of them in 
an English-speaking context). In future studies, it 
would be important to pay more attention to this 
variable and to conceptualizations of time on 
which speakers draw in daily language use and thus 
in "habitual thought." 

Emotions 

The next area of investigation, emotion terms and 
discourses, has produced a wealth of studies that 
explored cross-linguistic differences and their im
plications for how emotions are constructed-and 
experienced-in different cultures (Athanasiadou 
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& Tabakowska, 1998; Edwards, 1997; Enfield & 
Wierzbicka, 2002; Harkins & Wierzbicka, 2001; 
Harre, 1986; Heelas, 1986; Kovecses, 2000; Lutz, 
1988; Lutz & White, 1986; Markus & Kitayama, 
1991, 1994; Wierzbicka, 1999). This work has 
been extended to an empirical context with both 
monolingual and bilingual subjects. Pavlenko's 
(2002c) study showed that speakers of Russian and 
American English exhibited systematic differences 
in their description of two short films portraying 
emotional situations. English encodes emotions 
through adjectives; as a result, American narrators 
discussed emotions as states. In contrast, Russian 
favors emotion verbs, particularly imperfective and 
reflexive verbs (it also contains some emotion ad
jectives and adverbs). Consequently, Russian nar
rators discussed emotions as actions and processes 
and paid more attention to the body language and 
movements of the film characters. 

In a study in which the same visual stimuli were 
used with Russian-English bilinguals, Pavlenko 
(2002b) found that these bilinguals may be in the 
process of restructuring their basic concepts of 
emotion from process to state. In the Russian 
narratives, this restructuring resulted in instances 
of .L2 influence on L1, such as incorporation of 
perception copulas and change-of-state verbs. Some 
bilinguals also seemed to have lost categorical dis
tinctions -between various emotions required by 
Russian. In turn, Rintell (1984) examined emotion 
identification by L2 users of English. The re
searcher found that intermediate learners of En
glish, familiar with emotion vocabulary but not 
with emotion scripts (which include prosodic and 
pragmatic aspects of emotion performance), failed 
to identify some of the emotions when listening to 
tape-recorded conversations in English. 

Together, the studies above suggest that dif
ferent languages may rely on different means of 
linguistic encoding of emotions and on different 
conceptualizations. L2 learners, at least in the early 
stages, may be unfamiliar with culture-specific 
emotion scripts and conceptualizations and in
stead appeal to L1-based representations in com
prehension and production. In the process of 
L2 socialization, bilinguals may transform their 
conceptualizations of emotions and possibly form 
two distinct emotion repertoires in their two lan
guages. In the future, it would be advisable to look 
at areas in which emotion conceptualizations di
verge and see how bi- and multilingual speakers 
categorize and express these emotions in their two 
languages. 

Personhood 

The eighth area of inquiry examines cross-linguistic 
differences in conceptualization of personhood. 
This notion is expressed both in lexicalized (e.g., 
forms of address, kinship terms) and grammaticized 
concepts (e.g., verbal marking). Most importantly, 
it is expressed in personal pronouns, which combine 
properties of both lexica lized and grammaticized 
concepts and encode complex relationships be
tween selves and societies. Pronominal systems 
differ widely across languages, with some languages 
encoding only a few pronouns and others as many 
as 200 (Muhlhausler & Harre, 1990). Studies in 
linguistic anthropology that examine pronominal 
systems, terms of address, and discourses of per
sonhood suggest that "selves" and "persons" are 
differently conceptualized, encoded, and performed 
around the world (Becker, 1995; Foley, 1997; 
Markus & Kitayama, 1991, 1994; Muhlhausler & 
Harre, 1990; Rosaldo, 1980; Shweder & Bourne, 
1984). Some scholars view these differences in 
terms of the opposition between the egocentric, 
individualistic, and autonomous Western concept 
of self and the sociocentric, context-embedded 
conception espoused in many traditional societies 
(Foley, 1997; Shweder & Bourne, 1984). Others 
argue that this dichotomous view oversimplifies the 
issues, and that even within the same speech com
munity selves may be constructed differently in 
distinct contexts (Hollan, 1992). 

To date, only a few studies have attempted to 
examine some aspects of bilinguals' representations 
of personhood. C. Hoffman, Lau, and Johnson 
(1986) presented Chinese-English bilinguals with 
four character descriptions. Two contained lexical 
labels in English (artistic type and liberal type) but 
not Chinese, and the other two did the reverse. 
When the language of description did not offer 
a convenient lexical label, several sentences were 
used to describe the character in question. The 
analysis of the participants' performance on four 
tasks (free impression elicitation, free recall, rec
ognition, and inference) demonstrated the effects of 
concept codability, that is, availability of lexical 
labels. When character traits were lexicalized, the 
participants exhibited superior performance on 
impression and recall tasks, while subjects without 
the benefit of a label exhibited superior memory on 
recognition tasks, which required close attention 
to presented information. These results suggest 
that bicultural bilinguals may possess two sets of 
language- and culture-specific personhood concepts 



that are activated in interactions in the language in 
question and facilitate comprehension, recognition, 
and recall. 

In turn, Heyman and Diesendruck (2002) ex
plored how the distinction between the verb to be 
and its Spanish counterparts ser and estar influences 
the reasoning of Spanish-English bilingual children 
about human psychological characteristics. Ser 
commonly refers to permanent characteristics and 
properties; estar refers to temporary states and 
properties. The study showed that bilingual children 
had formed distinct conceptual representations of 
these verbs: They treated ser and to be as more likely 
to convey the stability of psychological characteris
tics than estar. In view of the difficulties experienced 
by native speakers of English in internalizing con
ceptual distinctions between ser and estar, this and 
similar contrasts (e.g., English to know versus 
Spanish saberlconocer or French sauoirlconnaitrei 
could be productively explored in future research 
with bilinguals at different proficiency levels. 

Future studies could also explore how bi- and 
multilinguals at different proficiency and cultural 
competence levels conceptualize and perform selves 
in relations to other persons. For instance, cultural 
competence in Japanese involves the ability to 
evaluate one's own status with regard to that of 
one's interlocutor(s) and to mark the differences 
linguistically in an appropriate manner without 
appearing either rude or exaggeratedly polite. Cul
tural competence in French or Russian involves the 
ability to differentiate appropriately between the 
informal and formal you (tu/vous or ty/vy). A na
tive1ike conceptual representation of these lexi
calized and grammaticized concepts would involve 
not only the knowledge of and about such dis
tinctions, but also the knowledge of links between 
these categories and linguistic practices, namely, 
in which contexts particular personal pronouns, 
honorifics, forms of address, or caste terms are 
likely to be used. 

Discourse 

The next line of inquiry focuses on discourses, 
showing that members of different speech com
munities may rely on different interpretive stances, 
frames, and scripts to decide on the tellabiliry of 
events and to reconstruct worlds in stories (Berman 
& Slobin, 1994; Chafe, 1980, 2000; Liebes & 
Katz, 1990; McCabe & Bliss, 2003; Sherzer, 1987; 
Slobin, 1996, 2000; Tannen, 1980). Ervin-Tripp's 
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(1954/1973, 1964/1973, 1967/1973) pioneering 
explorations have shown that bicultural bilinguals 
often draw on different cultural themes when re
sponding to visual prompts in their respective lan
guages. In a somewhat different format, her work 
has been followed up by Koven (1998), who ex
amined ways in which simultaneous Portuguese
French bilinguals talked about the same personal 
experience in their two languages. She found that 
these children of Portuguese immigrants drew on 
different linguistic repertoires when telling their 
stories: In Portuguese, they resorted to colloquial 
discourses they had learned from their peasant 
parents and relatives; in French, they drew on dis
courses of urban youth. As a result, the stories in 
French exhibited a more critical stance and indexed 
the storytellers as tough Parisian youths, while the 
stories in Portuguese took a less empowered stance, 
linked to the speakers' rural and immigrant origins. 
Together, these studies point to the possibility of 
bilingual speakers indexing different identities in 
their two or more languages through the use of 
distinct linguistic repertoires. 

Cross-linguistic studies of storytelling also sug
gest that different speech communities may rely on 
different narrative conventions and structures, the 
latter seen by Bruner (1996) as evidence of narra
tive thought. Western stories typically have a prob
lem resolution part, while in some other cultures, 
the conflict is created but not necessarily resolved 
in the story; this in turn influences comprehensi
bility by interlocutors raised in different narrative 
traditions (Holmes, 1997; McCabe & Bliss, 2003; 
Mistry, 1993). Moreover, while most European 
languages favor temporal-and often chrono
logical-narrative sequencing, stories told in the 
American Indian language Kuna focus much more 
on location, direction, and ways in which actions 
are performed, so that Western listeners and read
ers have difficulty following these narratives in 
translation (Sherzer, 1987). Here, future studies 
could build on previous inquiry identifying speech 
communities in which narratives are constructed 
differently and examining ways in which bi- or 
multilingual speakers construct stories about "the 
same" event in the languages in question. 

Autobiographical Memory 

The last line of inquiry to be discussed is investiga
tion of bilingual autobiographic memory. Several 
studies, most notably the work of Schrauf and 
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associates, suggest that bilinguals tend to retrieve 
memories in the same language in which they were 
encoded or at least to report them more vividly and 
in more detail if reporting in the language of the 
event (Javier, Barroso, & Munoz, 1993; Marian & 
Neisser, 2000; Schrauf, 2000; Schrauf & Rubin, 
1998,2003). The stories told in the language of the 
event are more elaborate, detailed, and emotional; 
they include more idea and thought units and evoke 
a higher level of imagery and emotional texture 
(Javier et al., 1993). At the same time, it is clear that 
most memories, like any other inner speech activi
ties, can be translated according to the needs of the 
context, even though some aspects may be trans
formed or deleted in translation (d. Pavlenko, 
1998). 

Interesting evidence regarding such transfor
mations comes from memoirs of bilingual writers 
(Pavlenko, 1998,2001; Todorov, 1994). These per
sonal testimonies suggest that autobiographical 
tellings in the writers' two or more languages are 
often quite distinct and incompatible because the 
languages and the discourses associated with them 
shape the stories in distinct ways. This intriguing 
intersection between narrative conventions and 
autobiographic memory awaits further exploration 
with bilingual participants. Future inquiry will al
low us to assess the impact of cross-linguistic dif
ferences .in narrative structure and conventions on 
verbal recalls of events that took place in distinct 
linguistic contexts. 

The studies of autobiographic memory also 
suggest that the metaphor of two--or more
different worlds is not simply a poetic affordance 
but an apt description of the lives of bicultural bi
linguals. As Schrauf and Rubin (2003) state re
garding bilingual immigrants, these bilinguals are 
people with dual sociocultural worlds or associa 
tionaI networks that consist of "an innumerable 
concatenation of forgotten, half-remembered, and 
vividly remembered contexts in which [they] came 
to communicative and cultural competence, learn
ing where and when and how to be unconsciously 
'native'" (p. 134). 

Interaction Between Languages 
and Thought in Bilingual 
Individuals 

In sum, while recogmzmg that concepts not en
coded in a particular language may nevertheless be 
imagined by its speakers, research has convincingly 
demonstrated that lexically and morphosyntacri

cally encoded concepts sensitize speakers of a 
particular language to specific distinctions and en
sure the ease and uniformity of everyday processes 
of encoding and decoding. In this, salient mental 
repre sentations facilitate recall, categorization, and 
comprehension along the lines of habitual modes of 
thought and may complicate communication with 
members of other speech communities ~ We can also 
see that outcomes of the few studies with bilingual 
subjects are quite different from those with mono
linguals. While the studies with monolingual par
ticipants show systematic intergroup differences 
(or lack thereof) in verbal and nonverbal perfor
mances, bilinguals may exhibit the seven-and 
possibly more--different performance patterns 
outlined in the beginning of the chapter. 

To begin, some bilinguals draw on distinct 
conceptual representations when speaking their 
respective languages (Saunders & van Brakel, 
1997a), experience different imagery related to the 
Ll- and L2-based concepts (Slobin, 2000), draw on 
distinct discourses and linguistic repertoires, and 
index distinct discursive identities in their two 
languages (Ervin-Tripp, 1954/1973, 1964/1973, 
1967/1973; Koven, 1998; Pavlenko, 1998, 2001). 
These verbal behaviors suggest coexistence of Ll
and L2-based conceptual domains . Strong evidence 
has accumulated in support of the second pattern, 
L1-based conceptual transfer experienced by be
ginning and intermediate L2 learners (Becker & 
Carroll, 1997; Boroditsky, 2001; Graham & Bel
nap, 1986; Jarvis, 1994, 2000; Jarvis & Odlin, 
2000; Pavlenko & Jarvis, 2002). The third pattern, 
internalization of new concepts, is well docu
mented in the study of conceptually driven lexical 
borrowing, loan translation, and code switching 
in immigrant bilingualism (Pavlenko, 2002a; Ro
maine, 1995). Limited evidence is also available for 
processes such as shift (Caskey-Sirmons & Hick
erson, 1977), convergence (Ervin-Tripp, 1961/ 
1973), restructuring (Caskey-Sirmons & Hick
erson, 1977; Pavlenko, 2002b), and attrition 
(Pavlenko, 2002b) of language-based concepts in 
the process of L2 socialization (for an in-depth 
discussion, see Pavlenko, 2002a). 

Different types of bilinguals behave differently 
in experimental and natural contexts. Simultaneous 
bicultural bilinguals may develop representations 
different from those of sequential or late bilinguals; 
among late bilinguals, foreign language users and 
speakers with minimal exposure to the target lan
guage may differ from L2 users socialized into the 
target language community. Overall, language
influenced conceptual changes appear to be affected 
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by eight factors (for an in-depth discussion , see 
Pavlenko, 1999, 2000). Individual factors include 
(a) the speakers' language learning histories; (b) 
their language dominance and proficiency; (c) the 
degree of biculturalism and acculturation; and (d) 
expertise in the domain in question. Interactional 
factors include (e) the context of language inter
action and (f) the linguistic status of the interloc 
utor (i.e., familiarity with the speaker's languages) . 
Linguistic and psycbolinguistic factors include (g) 
the degree of relatedness between the mental rep
resentations in the languages in question (concept 
comparability) and (h) the degree to which the 
concept of one language could be expressed in the 
other language and the means with which it is ex
pressed (type of encoding). 

Together, investigations of bilingual perfor
mance on verbal and nonverbal tasks and in nat
ural contexts show that conceptual representations 
may be transformed in adulthood in the process of 
L2 socialization. These findings have important 
implications for the study of the bilingual mental 
lexicon. To date, most studies in this area have 
engaged with the lexical level of processing and 
representation. Conceptual processing, if included, 
was tested through naming and recognition tasks. 
The present discussion suggests that conceptual 
representations of bilingual individuals are com
plex and dynamic phenomena, and that to create 
a full picture of how specific concepts are re
presented in the memory of particular bilingual 
individuals or groups of individuals, a variety of 
verbal and nonverbal tasks will need to be used, 
including but not limited to naming, categoriza
tion, matching, inferencing, memory tasks, role 
playing, elicited storytelling, and most impor
tantly, the study of habitual thought (i.e., spon
taneous behavior in naturalistic contexts). Further 
research in this area has enormous potential for 
discovery of new effects of language on cognition 
that would be distinct from what we see in cross
linguistic explorations with monolingual speakers. 

While I have outlined some directions for future 
inquiry in the respective sections, three more gen
eral comments need to be made. First, to date there 
are only a few studies that explore cross-linguistic 
differences in conceptual representation in bilin
gual individuals. None of these studies offers a 
rigorous combination of verbal and nonverbal 
tasks with extensive investigation of habitual 

! modes of thought. In the future, it would be pref

j, erable to conduct studies that combine different 
types of evidence and explore effects in different 

/ kinds of bilingual individuals . Second , while at 
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least a few studies were conducted with bilingual 
individuals, none were conducted with other types 
of multilinguals; this lacuna is still awaiting to be 
filled. Finally, because recent inquiry suggests that 
sign language use may enhance individuals' face 
memory (Arnold & Mills, 2001), future inquiry 
also needs to consider possible cross-modal lin
guistic effects on the thought processes of hearing 
and deaf sign language users. 

Conclusion 

As Duranti (1997 , p. 60) points out, the fact 
that our notions of language and worldview have 
changed means that some of the assumptions on 
which Sapir and Whorf's work was based are no 
longer taken for granted, and that the range of the 
phenomena investigated under the rubric of "lin
guistic relativity " has been modified and expanded. 
This chapter proposed a number of ways in which 
research on linguistic relativity could benefit from 
including bilingual subjects and, conversely, has 
shown how the study of the bilingual lexicon, 
memory, and cognition could gain from new di
rections offered in neo-Whorfian inquiry. Current 
empirical and phenomenological studies' with bi
lingual subjects strongly suggest that languages 
may indeed create different worlds for their speak
ers, and that participation in discursive practices of 
a new target language community may transform 
these worlds. Together, these studies convincingly 
demonstrate that bilingualism could be extremely 
beneficial for, enriching the speakers' linguistic 
repertoires and offering them alternative concep
tualizations crucial for flexible and critical think
ing. No one understood this better than Benjamin 
Lee Whorf, who more than 60 years ago argued 
that "those who envision a future world speaking 
only one tongue, whether English, German, Rus
sian, or any other, hold a misguided ideal and 
would do the evolution of the human mind the 
greatest disservice" (1941/1956, p. 244). 
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